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OVERVIEW
Overview
Entrepreneurs were facing a problem common to many states: How to find out what
state filings are required to open a new business. The forms and services for a
particular business type may be spread out across multiple state websites, all with different
designs, navigation, and contact information. Sometimes, filling out a pdf and mailing it in
was required – in other cases, online services were available, but might require different
sign-on’s or different information to engage with.
Enter Business Form Finder (BFF). BFF is a one-stop application designed to help
both new entrepreneurs and existing business owners easily find forms and online
services they need to comply with state agency requirements for registering,
operating, and closing a business in Kansas. Users visiting the website at
https://mykansas.ks.gov/bff make use of a set of filters to locate the forms and services
unique to their needs. By narrowing results to the type of business they are interested in,
where they are in the process (starting, or already operating), what type of business entity
they are, whether they are for-profit or not-for-profit, and if their business is native to
Kansas, the application returns a list of links to forms relevant to both their business type
and those that apply to all businesses for their review. On a supporting page, more
information about fees, regulations and requirements, and other documentation including
instructions and manuals, or even videos about the process is provided. Finally, each form
has contact information associated and a Google Map of the agency location to aid users in
communicating any questions they have about the process. If desired, they may also
download the filtered results as a single packet to review offline at their convenience. The
elements of the packet are pulled “real-time” from state agency websites, so there is never
a question that they have the most current information. And, if users do have trouble
locating the requirements that apply to them, or have questions about the site, we have put
in place a memorandum of understanding with the state’s small business referral center,
Network Kansas, to provide email and phone support for the site.
To make keeping information current for state agencies as easy and productive as possible,
Business Form Finder includes an online administrative interface that enables state
agencies to log in “on the back end” to populate information about their agency and forms /
services, associate them with the appropriate categories, and maintain these listings on an
ongoing basis – all without requiring any intervention from central or technical staff.
Finally, while Business Form Finder is focused on providing help to business right away,
the initiative is ongoing and has a larger set of goals in mind. The inventory of forms
developed for Business Form Finder creates a roadmap of the business processes and
regulations on which future reengineering and streamlining efforts can be built. BFF also
includes a feature that tracks how often forms or services are clicked on to help identify the
best opportunities to move from static forms to online applications. And, an important
byproduct of the effort has been to lay the groundwork for ongoing collaboration by
creating a network of agency leaders that participate in and support the project.
Our Mission: Business Form Finder, a “Best Friend Forever” for Kansas Business!
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EFFECTIVENESS
Effectiveness
The degree to which the change has achieved tangible results…
DOES IT RESPOND TO NEEDS OF USERS?
Yes. Business Form Finder is designed to address the needs of an
entrepreneur seeking to set up a new business, as well as owners of existing
businesses who want to understand the state’s requirements for registration and
periodic filing for their business type. Entrepreneurs frequently express that they have
difficulty navigating state websites to determine what is required of them to start and
operate a business in Kansas. The state services targeted at business are currently spread
across multiple websites that vary in their design and organization with differing
navigation schemes. Once located, some requirements can be fulfilled only by downloading
and printing forms, while, in other cases, online equivalents are available which may or
may not require a sign-on. It is not always clear how to contact agencies by phone, email, or
even where the closest office is located.
In light of this situation, members of our Kansas Business Center Advisory Group
who work every day with small business owners to assist them in the process of starting
running, and growing their businesses told us that developing an application to help new
entrepreneurs easily determine state requirements for starting and operating a business
should be our top priority. Business Form Finder responds to the needs of these users by
consolidating information from agencies across the state and organizing links to forms,
online services, and supporting materials so that they may be filtered by:
•
•
•
•
•

Profit or not-for-profit
In state or out-of-state
Business Entity type (Sole proprietorship, limited liability company, corporation, etc.)
Business Phase (Starting, operating – mandatory / conditional, closing)
Business Type (Restaurant, Accounting Service, etc.)

This approach ensures users can find their way through the myriad of state requirements
to focus on specifically what applies to their business. For those users who are used to
doing business with a state agency and know it by name, a filter to narrow the search by
“Governing Entity” is also available – along with a feature that lists all the business-related
forms an agency publishes. Finally, once entrepreneurs have identified the appropriate
forms, they are provided the ability to download them individually or all-at-once in the
form of a packet or “starter kit” that they can review at their leisure. These packets are
built for download in “real time” – when a user clicks, the system goes out to retrieve the
material, ensuring that the most current information is included. Should users have
questions, the website provides contact information for the relevant agencies, including a
Google Map of their location. In addition, Network Kansas, an award-winning statewide
small business referral center, has entered into a service level agreement with the Kansas
Secretary of State’s office to provide phone and email support for users of the Business
Form Finder application.
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EFFECTIVENESS
Business Form Finder also responds to the needs of those who advise businesses, like
the Kansas Small Business Development Center and the Network Kansas referral center, by
serving as a reference for their use in referrals and support. Finally, it is designed to be
responsive to the needs of state agencies, who - when they take inquiries from
entrepreneurs about
“We see this functionality as a critical and necessary step in the evolution
business requirements
of the services provided through the Kansas Business Center. As many of
that may sometimes be
our partners noted in our meetings together last fall, there is a great need
handled by other
for entrepreneurs, and even existing businesses, to have a single place
agencies - now have a
where they can best understand what is needed to comply with
government requirements. The appeal of this project to our agency lies in
one-stop location to
its ability to provide businesses information direct from the source, taking
direct customers to.
advantage of online services where they exist, while also creating a
Agencies are also given
statewide inventory that can be used for further analysis and business
direct access to edit and
process improvement.”
update information in
Business Form Finder
Nick Jordan, Secretary, Kansas Department of Revenue
without the need to go
through a central IT function, allowing them to keep information current without red tape.
Finally, the application has a built-in link checking process that runs regularly and sends
notifications if links to forms are broken, along with a logging function to track activity.
DOES IT IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY?
Yes. Business Form Finder is designed to help those in the process of forming
or operating a business be more productive by providing a single one-stop for them
to determine the initial and ongoing requirements for business filing in the state. For
startups, this means being able to better integrate these requirements into their planning
and schedule, improving their time-to-start. For existing businesses, it can help them avoid
potentially costly delays in the form of missed requirements, with associated penalties and
loss of time (or customers) in delivering goods and services. And, for both groups, the
filters available on the site help them to narrow their search to just those requirements
applicable to their business, saving time and frustration by visiting a variety of state
websites to find what they are looking for.
The application also has the potential to improve the productivity of state agencies,
who can use and promote this service to help their customers “self-serve”, as well as
become better educated consumers of the agency’s services – leading to more productive
interactions when questions arise. And, with improved compliance over time, it is possible
that resources spent on enforcement could be redirected to more significant issues.
Finally, as noted above, the availability of this resource to small business advisors
(accountants, attorneys, or groups like the Small Business Development Center or Network
Kansas) can help them be more productive by serving as a reference they can point
entrepreneurs to, reducing the need to provide basic information on state requirements
and allowing them to focus on more value-added services of benefit to the business.
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EFFECTIVENESS
DOES IT IMPROVE COMPLIANCE?
Yes - Improving compliance is at the heart of Business Form Finder. It is a
foundational goal that is shared both by state agencies and those entrepreneurs and
existing business owners who use it. A frequent refrain of customers is that they would be
glad to comply with the state’s requirements – if only they could find them! As described
above, Business Form Finder is designed to allow users to filter not just by the type of
business they are interested in – or operate – but to break that down further to filter
requirements by the phase they are in (Starting or Operating, for example) and even by the
relevant Business Entity type. These features are designed to narrow the information
provided so that users can better identify just those requirements that apply to them,
increasing their opportunity to comply.
DOES IT IMPROVE THE INTEGRITY OF THE PUBLIC RECORD?
Yes. The integrity of the public record will be increased as users of Business
Form Finder identify the specific forms and online services that apply to them and
provide the information necessary to comply. The supporting information delivered
through the Business Form Finder application in the form of instructions, manuals,
brochures, videos, and similar materials should increase the accuracy of submittals. To the
degree that recurring filings are required (annual reports, etc.), providing this information
via a “Filing Frequency” field helps users understand the commitments required for their
particular line of business.
DOES IT DEMONSTRATE ITS EFFECTIVENESS QUANTITATIVELY AND QUALITATIVELY? PLEASE
INCLUDE ALL AVAILABLE METRICS.
Qualitative: Business Form Finder is recognized
“This application will be a tremendous
by the state’s partners in providing support to small
resource to our referral center which
businesses, as well as participating state agencies.
routinely answers 300-450 inbound
The goals of the application include building greater leads a month...”
internal knowledge across agencies of where forms
Steve Radley, President and CEO,
reside and who is responsible for their development
Network Kansas
and maintenance, along with developing a better
understanding of which business types have requirements from more than one agency.
From our work with agencies, this exploration is paying dividends in renewed examination
of agency processes as well as exceptions.
Quantitative: Metrics about the use of the application are still being collected. However,
we anticipate widespread adoption as a result of integration with the Kansas Business
Center, the state’s one-stop portal for new and existing businesses. The forms functionality
delivered as part of that website received over 34,000 pageviews in both 2016 and 2017
and Business Form Finder is intended to enhance and replace that functionality.
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ORIGINALITY
Originality
The degree to which the change demonstrates creativity and innovation…
DOES IT REPRESENT A FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE IN LEGISLATION, REGULATION OR POLICY?
Business Form Finder represents a fundamental change in policy, where the state
has moved for the first time to present a consolidated face to businesses in their
quest to identify filing requirements. To-date, this has not required changes in
regulation or statute. However, regulations and statutes applicable to business filing are
being collected as part of this effort and we anticipate this forming the foundation for future
efforts to reengineer and streamline filing requirements and processes both within and
across agencies.
DOES IT REPRESENT A SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN SERVICE DELIVERY?
As noted earlier, Business Form Finder significantly improves service delivery by state
agencies through the implementation of a common interface where entrepreneurs and
owners of existing businesses can go to identify the forms and online services required to
start and operate a business. This is a brand-new approach for the State of Kansas and we
anticipate it will:
•

Lower the time spent searching across state agency websites to understand what’s
needed to comply with state requirements – and, in turn, reduce costly delays and
rework for business related to missed requirements.

•

Minimize barriers to keeping information current by use of a web-based administrative
interface that allows state agencies to maintain their own data over time.

DOES IT INTRODUCE A SUBSTANTIALLY NEW TECHNOLOGY OR SERVICE CONCEPT?
The open source framework that underlies the Business Form Finder application is widely
adopted in industry. However, the service concept behind the application is new to the
state and relatively new across the nation. Rather than walking step-by-step through a
wizard, which at times can be helpful, but also daunting to the first-time user, Business
Form Finder provides filtering functionality all on one page. In addition, rather than
making use of detailed NAICS codes for categorization of business type, we have chosen a
natural language approach that we hope will be less of a barrier for first-time
entrepreneurs. This flexible approach to filtering now allows entrepreneurs thinking of
starting a business to also explore the requirements related to ongoing operations, and
compare the requirements based on different entity business types. In turn, by dividing the
Operating phase into mandatory and conditional, we’ve helped a new business understand
what “just the basics” are for getting started, versus different options they may want to
consider (a business that may want to serve alcohol, for example). At the core of this
service also lies the idea that new entrepreneurs can “take a look” at different types of
businesses to better understand the requirements around them and the agency contacts
that can be helpful in understanding them, then use that information as they prepare for
start-up, incorporating these milestones in their business plan.
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SIGNIFICANCE AND TRANSFERABILITY
Significance and Transferability
The degree to which the change successfully addresses an important issue or problem and, as
such, may inspire successful changes elsewhere…
DOES IT MAKE SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS IN DIMINISHING THIS PROBLEM / ISSUE?
Yes. Business Form Finder is designed specifically to address the business problem
where entrepreneurs and business owners have difficulty navigating multiple state
websites to identify the state requirements they must comply with for startup and
operation of their businesses. As outlined earlier in this application, it provides a onestop location with detailed filtering capability to help them find the forms and online
services needed to comply based on the phase of the business they are in (starting,
operating, closing) and additional resources (videos, manuals), as well as multiple channels
of contact information to help them get things right “the first time”, avoiding later delays
and costs due to compliance issues.
DOES IT OFFER A ONE-TIME SOLUTION OR WILL THE BENEFITS BE MORE SIGNIFICANT OVER
TIME?
The usefulness and benefits of Business Form Finder were designed with the idea that they
would grow over time:
•

The application is built to scale both horizontally to accommodate more agencies and
organizations at the state level, as well as vertically, recognizing that for many
businesses requirements exists both at the local (cities, counties) and federal level. The
table-driven structure of the filters available and the distributed web-based
administrative access were put in place with this expansion in mind.

•

The information collected and network of agency personnel created internally as part of
the development of the application, along with statistics on searches and the use of
particular forms and services, will be leveraged to go beyond delivering information on
“as-is” requirements and assist agencies and their partners in conversations about
reengineering and streamlining regulatory requirements and processes. Whether this
be something as simple as determining the fees charged in each steps of forming a
particular type of business to let users know the current “cost to start” with the state, or
more involved efforts to reuse information across agencies and reduce the need to file
paper to reduce the cost and time to start, Business Form Finder is a starting place for
those initiatives.

•

The application is envisioned to be integrated with the Kansas Business Center, a onestop portal for entrepreneurs and owners of existing businesses to locate information,
help, and resources about doing business in the state. As that site also grows in use and
capability, Business Form Finder can be deployed in new ways to deliver just-in-time /
context relevant information based on where a user is in the website / process.
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SIGNIFICANCE AND TRANSFERABILITY
DOES THIS CHANGE ADDRESS A PROBLEM / ISSUE THAT IS LIKELY TO EXIST IN OTHER
JURISDICTIONS?
Absolutely. It is very likely that entrepreneurs and owners of existing businesses in
other jurisdictions face similar challenges in determining the filing requirements
that apply to them. While one-stop websites exist that include integrated electronic filing,
this is often targeted at a limited number of “core” agencies - such as Secretaries of State,
Labor/Workforce, and Revenue/Taxation - necessary to become a business that employs
individuals and pays taxes, but without integrating filing for those requirements based on a
specific business type. However, entrepreneurs and business owners in jurisdictions at
both a state and local level could benefit from deploying an application like Business Form
Finder that, on the road to more sophisticated and integrated systems, couples collection
and inventory of form and service data by business type, entity type, and phase for later
use with a method to make that data available to businesses today.
CAN THE SOLUTION BE REPLICATED?
Yes. The forms used to collect and populate the system are simple, as is the process
to assign access to organizational units to enter and maintain the data. The software
used to develop this solution is open-source and was developed (and is maintained) by
state employees. The model is designed to be used at any level of government.
WILL THIS CHANGE SERVE AS A MODEL FOR OTHERS?
Yes. We believe the lessons learned from this project and the design principles
embedded in the Business Form Finder application can be used by many other
jurisdictions. However, the approach to the project itself, using a variety of techniques
from multiple kickoff meetings, to individual one-on-one’s, meetings with groups of small
agencies, presentations in agency management meetings, or phone calls and email lists all
helped usher in this change. This outreach helped stimulate new discussions about the
delivery of agency forms and online services and built a knowledge base of variation and
related business audiences that will be helpful in future endeavors. All of this can be helpful
to other jurisdictions in addressing similar issues.
TO WHAT EXTENT ARE COMPONENTS, CONCEPTS, PRINCIPLES, OR INSIGHTS OF THIS INITIATIVE
TRANSFERABLE TO OTHER AREAS?
While Business Form Finder is focused on forms and services that reflect the requirements
to start and operate a business in the state, the application – and our approach to it
described above – can be transferred to many other areas. Essentially, Business Form
Finder is a knowledge management system that can be used by both external and internal
parties seeking to understand business filing requirements. The principle of “eating your
own dog food” applies, where making the same system available to the public that is also
used internally can bring great benefits in self-service and improved accuracy as feedback
comes in. If another jurisdiction had information that fit in a different set of categories
besides business type, such as a Frequently Asked Questions database, or a Customer
Service function that varied by product and service, an application like this could be
repurposed, with a similar project approach used to achieve that end.
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LESSONS LEARNED
Lessons Learned
The road to implementation…
•

Need both “top down” (executive sponsorship) and “bottom up” (listening and working
with those who will support the system at agencies) approaches to be successful.

•

Use a project advisory group made up of individuals who represent organizations in the
“business” of helping small business (accountants, bankers, as well as small business
development officials who work with entrepreneurs every day).

•

Hold a kickoff meeting and outreach meetings with stakeholders to make sure project
goals and objectives are widely understood.

•

Recognize that agencies may not have a well-developed process internally for managing
forms, or the responsibilities for doing so may be spread out across organizational
units. Assess this dimension early on and develop appropriate strategies for success.
We’ve found that building the application with a simple, distributed approach that
allows maintenance and updates to be performed directly by agencies is very helpful in
addressing this.

•

Test your application early and often with users. Solicit input from industry
associations and/or other outside business groups to make sure all the requirements
are covered.

•

Remember that “Great can be the enemy of good.” It is OK to get a prototype out there
for feedback, as well as leaving some things for “Phase 2”.

•

Timelines are important, but remember that agency resource availability and priorities
vary by time of year and status of ongoing initiatives. Map out progress and options
early with each agency and arrive at a commonly agreed to approach.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Contact Information
For questions about this award application, please contact:
Kathy Sachs
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, Business Services
Telephone: 785-296-4564
Email: Kathy.Sachs@ks.gov

Jurisdiction: Kansas

Kansas Secretary of State
120 S.W. 10th Avenue
Topeka, KS 66612-1594
http://www.sos.ks.gov/
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APPENDIX
Appendix
The home page (with filters on the left side) for Business Form Finder.
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APPENDIX
Example: Results for Alcohol Retailer filter for in-state, LLC.
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APPENDIX
Example: “Information Page” supporting the first form shown on results on previous page
under “Results Specific to Your Business Type” – ABC 800 Paper Liquor License Application.
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APPENDIX
Example: Excerpt of “starter kit” packet download for Alcohol Retailer obtained by clicking
Cloud Icon at the top of filtered results (see earlier print screen).
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APPENDIX
Example: Administrative Interface used by state agencies to add and maintain form data
and supporting materials.
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APPENDIX
Example: Detailed Form Information as for Kansas LCC Articles of Incorporation as viewed
by Administrative User for Secretary of State.
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APPENDIX
Example: Excerpt of Administrative Screen used by state agencies to add / modify form
data and categorize entries.
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